Recombination between repeats in Escherichia coli by a recA-independent, proximity-sensitive mechanism.
We have examined the influence of proximity on the efficiency of recombination between repeated DNA sequences in Escherichia coli. Our experiments have employed a plasmid-based assay to detect deletions between direct repeats of 100 bp. The rate of deletion of the juxtaposed direct repeats was reasonably high at 6 x 10(-5) per cell. A comparison of recA+ and recA mutant strains showed that these deletion events are primarily the result of recA-independent recombination at these homologous sequences. Random restriction fragments of yeast or E. coli genomic DNA were used to separate the two repeats. Deletion rates decreased over two orders of magnitude with increasing separation of up to 7 kb. There was a surprisingly strong effect of even short sequence separations, with insertions of a few hundred base pairs exhibiting 10-fold reductions of deletion rates. No effect of recA on the efficiency of deletion was observed at any distance between repeats.